Abstract-In this paper, a two-user discrete memoryless multiple-access channel (DM-MAC) with correlated channel states, each known at one of the encoders is considered, in which each encoder transmits independent messages and tries to cooperate with the other one. To consider cooperating encoders, it is assumed that each encoder strictly-causally receives and learns the other encoder's transmitted symbols and tries to cooperate with the other encoder by transmitting its message. Next, we study this channel in a special case; we assume that the common part of both states is known at both, hence encoders use this opportunity to get better rate region. For these scenarios, an achievable rate region is derived based on a combination of block-Markov encoding and Gel'fand-Pinsker coding techniques. Furthermore, the achievable rate region is established for the Gaussian channel, and it is shown that the capacity region is achieved in certain circumstances.
I. INTRODUCTION
Channels with states have become very important in communication especially in information theory [1] . Initially, Shannon [2] proposed single user discrete memoryless statedependent channel with causal channel state information at transmitter (CSIT) and evaluated the capacity of this channel. Subsequently, Gel'fand and Pinkser [3] extended this type of problem to a channel with non-causal CSIT and characterized the capacity of the channel. The next stage was completed by Costa [4] , who attained the Gaussian channel in Gel'fandPinsker's channel and demonstrated that the dirty paper coding (DPC) completely mitigates the effect of Gaussian additive interference, which is known non-causally at the transmitter. As a result of a growing range of applications, studying a multi-user model with random parameters has received considerable attention. To review more related studies, refer to [1] . In this paper, we focus on the multiple-access channel (MAC) considered in [5] and for this channel we make use of the scenarios considered in [6] - [8] , especially for the Gaussian channel. However, in the Gaussian channel, we use generalized dirty paper coding (GDPC) used in [9] .
Moreover, cooperation in MAC is also important. Willems in [10] explained the MAC with partially cooperating encoders, which needs a noise-free limited-rate links to set up cooperation between two encoders. In [11] - [14] , various models of state-dependent MAC with conferencing links were used for this purpose. On the other hand, Willems and Van der Meulen have also considered the MAC with different strategies of cribbing encoders in [15] , which takes advantage of the nature of wireless networks. Hence, in this way, there is no need to allocate conferencing links between two encoders and cooperation between encoders is implemented via cribbing each other's transmitted signals. Recently, in [16] , the two-user discrete memoryless MAC (DM-MAC), in which encoder 2 cribs causally or strictly-causally from encoder 1, and encoder 2 knows CSIT non-causally, has been studied and the capacity region has been established.
In this paper, we study a more practical model in which encoder 1 strictly-causally receives and learns the transmitted channel inputs of encoder 2, and encoder 2 strictly-causally receives and learns the transmitted channel inputs of encoder 1. We have also assumed that both encoders have non-causal correlated CSITs. To consider the correlated CSITs, we have considered two scenarios: first, s 1 and s 2 are considered such that they are correlated and non-causally available at encoders 1 and 2 respectively; second, three independent states, s 0 , s 1 and s 2 are considered and the pairs (s 0 ,s 1 ) and (s 0 ,s 2 ) are non-causally available at encoders 1 and 2, respectively. For both scenarios, achievable rate regions are then established. Then, the Gaussian channel is considered and the achievable rate region is characterized. Finally, in the Gaussian model, the capacity region when both states are equal is established, which means that the coding strategy introduced in section III under some circumstances is optimal and it is also extension of Costa's model.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II, the channel model under consideration is introduced. In Section III, the main results are presented for the DM-MAC. In Section IV, the Gaussian channel is considered and the achievable rate region is established. Finally, the paper is concluded in Section VI.
II. CHANNEL MODEL
The following notation is used throughout the paper: random variables (r.vs), and their realizations are denoted by capital letters and lower case letters, respectively. The bold face notation x is used to show n-vector x = (x 1 , x 2 , ..., x n ). The probability density function (pdf) of r.v X will be denoted by P X , and P Y |X stands for conditional pdf of Y given X. In our model, we have considered a two-user discrete memoryless state-dependent multiple-access channel (Fig.1) , defined by a triple (
where X i , S i for i = 1, 2, and Y are the finite sets alphabets of inputs, states, and output, respectively. We have assumed the two r.vs S 1 and S 2 are correlated according to the pdf P S1S2 (s 1 , s 2 ) and only s i , i = 1, 2 is non-causally known to the ith encoder. We have also assumed that as encoder 1 sends its own symbols, the other encoder receives the symbols of encoder 1 strictly-causally and vice versa. In wireless networks, when one node transmits its own information, it is possible for the neighbor-nodes to receive its signal. Therefore, neighbors help the node to transmit the message. Hence, by considering this concept, the cooperation between encoders in our model is based on the nature of wireless networks and it needs no extra dedicated links between two encoders. This model without states-dependent channel was introduced and its capacity region was also established for the DM-MAC by Willems and Van der Meulen [15] . In our model, the channel and state processes are memoryless, i.e.,
Encoding and decoding: In the two-user state-dependent MAC with cooperating encoders shown in Fig.1 , the ith encoder sends a message W i , which is drawn uniformly from the set W i {1, 2, ..., 2 nRi } to the receiver for i = 1, 2. it is also assumed that W 1 and W 2 are independent. A lengthn code C n (R 1 , R 2 ) consists of two encoding function sets f ij (.) n j=1 , i = 1, 2 and a decoding function g(.) as follows:
As a result, we can write
) and the decoding function is given by
which estimates the transmitted messages W 1 and
For a given code, the average of error probability is
is said to be achievable if there exists a sequence of length-n code C n (R 1 , R 2 ) with P n e → 0 as n → ∞. The channel capacity region is the closure of all achievable rates. 
III. MAIN RESULTS
In this section, we state and prove our main results for the two-user state-dependent DM-MAC with cooperating encoders. In the first scenario, it is assumed that the two correlated states, s 1 and s 2 , are non-causally known at encoders 1 and 2, respectively, but both encoders have no idea which part of their states is correlated. In the second scenario, it is assumed that the channel state is a triple (s 0 , s 1 , s 2 ) where s 0 , s 1 , and s 2 are independent. It is also considered that encoder 1 knows (s 0 , s 1 ) and encoder 2 knows (s 0 , s 2 ). In the following, achievable rate regions for two scenarios are established.
Theorem 1. For the two-user DM-MAC with cooperating encoders and two correlated states, s 1 and s 2 , known noncausally to encoders 1 and 2, respectively, the following rate region is achievable:
where U, V 1 , and V 2 are three auxiliary r.vs with finite alphabets U, V 1 , and V 2 , respectively and the union is over the joint pdf of r.vs
, and Y as follows, 
where U, V 1 , and V 2 are three auxiliary r.vs with finite alphabets U, V 1 , and V 2 , respectively and the union is over the joint
, and Y as,
Proof of Theorem 1: In the achievability proof, we use block-Markov encoding (BME) [17] and Gel'fand-Pinsker coding (GPC) techniques. As each encoder receives the transmitted symbols of the other, it tries to decode the other's message and transmit it in the next block with its new information. Thus, each encoder uses superposition BME for the transmission of new and old information, and both encoders cooperate with each other by transmitting other's message. We consider B blocks and each block, has n symbols. The encoders send a certain amount of new and old information in each block. In the block b, the fresh information is a message 
In each block, the same codebooks are generated as follows:
). Label them v 1 (w 0 , w 1 , j), whereby w 1 denotes the bin and j identifies the index in the w 1 th bin. Also, j ∈ {1, 2, ..., 2 nI(V1;S1|U ) } and
. Label them v 2 (w 0 , w 2 , k), whereby w 2 identifies the bin and k is the index in the w 2 th bin. Also, k ∈ {1, 2, ..., 2 nI(V2;S2|U ) } and w 2 ∈ {1, 2, ..., 2 nR2 }. We use the BME, since each encoder shares its own information with the other encoder and this process needs memory. Therefore, for each encoder, two variables are needed; u(w 2 ) can be generated. On the other hand, if there is no k to satisfy joint typicality, an error occurs.
Decoding: As mentioned, in addition to decoding at the receiver, each encoder has a decoding process, so we have:
1) Decoding at encoder 1: In order to construct the cooperation after block b = 1, 2, ..., B − 1, encoder 1 estimates w has been received from the transmission of encoder 1.
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3) Decoding at the receiver: to utilize simultaneous decoding, the backward decoding technique is used at the decoder. At the end of block B, w (1, 1) , it is unnecessary to decode at block 1. The error probability analysis has been explained in [19] .
Proof of Theorem 2:
In this section, we assume that the channel states are (s 0 , s 1 , s 2 ) , which are independent of each other. Thus, (s 0 , s 1 ) and (s 0 , s 2 ) are known non-causally at encoders 1 and 2, respectively. Since, both encoders know s 0 , we can modify the generating codebooks of Theorem 1 by choosing codeword u based on the GPC technique. Therefore, the pdf of r.vs is written as (7) .
codebook generation: Generate 2 n(RS 0 +R1+R2) codewords u(w 0 , l), each with the probability P r(u) = ∏ n i=1 p(u i ). Similar to the generation of codebooks for Theorem 1, we generate other codewords.It is only necessary to modify the error events of Theorem 1 as below:
1. There is one more error event as follows:
Replace s 1 with (s 0 , s 1 ) and s 2 with (s 0 , s 2 ).
Replace u(.) with u(., l).
Using the covering lemma [18] , we can show that R S0 ≥ I(U ; S 0 ) + 2ϵ. Following the same procedure of error probability analysis for Theorem 1 in [19] , the achievable rate region as (6) is characterized.
IV. GAUSSIAN CHANNEL
In the Gaussian channel, we have considered the statedependent MAC with cooperating encoders with three independent states s 0 , s 1 and s 2 such that Y = X 1 + X 2 + S 0 + S 1 + S 2 + Z where, X 1 and X 2 are channel inputs, Z is the noise, and Y is the output. Encoder 1 and 2 have access to the pairs (s 0 , s 1 ) and (s 0 , s 2 ) non-causally, respectively. Since two encoders know s 0 non-causally, both encoders use the DPC for the auxiliary random variable U . Thus, encoder 1 partially deletes the state s 1 and then utilizes the DPC to generate V 1 based on the s 0 and the remainder of s 1 (i.e., s ′ 1 ) [9] . Similarly, encoder 2 first partially deletes s 2 , then utilizes the DPC to generate V 2 based on the s 0 and the remainder of s 2 ( i.e., s ′ 2 ). In the following, we assume thatŨ ,Ṽ 1 ,Ṽ 2 , S 0 , and Z are independent Gaussian r.vs. It is also assumed thatṼ 1 ,Ṽ 2 , S 1 , and S 2 are independent Gaussian r.vs.Ũ ,Ṽ 1 , andṼ 2 are ℵ(0, 1), S j ∼ ℵ(0, Q j ),∀j = 0, 1, 2, and Z ∼ ℵ(0, N ). Also, each user has power constraint P i , i = 1, 2, and dedicates η i P i of its total power, P i , to remove s i , hence 1−min{1,
Theorem 3. Using Theorem 2, an achievable rate region for the Gaussian channel is as
Proof of Theorem 3:
Since the link between two encoders is noise-free (infinite capacity), two encoders decode other's messages completely, so only the sum-rate is needed to be evaluated based on (6) . By using Lemma 1, we can prove Theorem 3.
Lemma1: Using two Markov chains, S 1 S 2 − S 0 − U and V 2 S 2 − U S 0 − V 1 S 1 , and equation (12) , it is proved that
The complete proof has been explained in [19] . The Gaussian channel with the channel state (s 0 , s 1 , s 2 ) and parameters
is considered and achievable rate regions for various scenarios are shown in Fig. 2 . We use "informed/uninformed" to describe whether encoders are aware/unaware of the CSIT noncausally, i.e., (s 0 , s 1 ) and (s 0 , s 2 ) are known/ not-known at encoders 1 and 2, respectively, and "cooperating /selfish" to describe whether the encoders do/do not cooperate with each other, i.e., they do/do not use the BME. As expected, when the channel is state-dependent and encoders do not have the CSIT (uninformed) and do not cooperate with each other (selfish), the achievable rate region is the smallest. However, when encoders prefer to cooperate with each other whereby they are still uninformed, it is shown that the achievable rate region Fig. 2 . Achievable rate region of the two-user Gaussian MAC for various scenarios.
becomes triangular and larger. When encoders are informed and cooperative (a combination of the BME and DPC with or without cleaning technique is used at the encoders), the achievable rate region is also triangular and is larger than the two previous scenarios. It is also clear that when encoders use the DPC and partial cleaning of their states, the achievable rate region is remarkably larger than when encoders use the DPC only. Finally, the capacity region of the model without states is plotted [15] . 
Remark 2. According to the result of Theorem 3, it is clear that the effect of S

V. CONCLUSION
This paper investigated the DM-MAC with two correlated states, each one of which is non-causally available for only one of the encoders. It was assumed that, each encoder receives and learns others transmitting symbols strictly-causally. Using the BME and GPC techniques, the achievable rate regions for two scenarios were established. First, general correlated states (s 1 , s 2 ) were considered and, second, three independent states (s 0 , s 1 , s 2 ) were considered such that pairs (s 0 , s 1 ) and (s 0 , s 2 ) were non-causally available at encoders 1 and 2, respectively. Therefore, in the second case, the encoders could choose the common auxiliary r.v, U , by the GPC, which causes the achievable rate region to be extended. Ultimately, the Gaussian channel for second scenario was studied and the achievable rate region using the DPC and cleaning techniques was also established. It was shown that, if each encoder partially deletes its known the CSIT before transmission, it helps the other encoder and results in a larger achievable rate region. As a result, deriving the Gaussian models showed that if both states are the same, the state's effect can be removed like Costa's DPC and the capacity region can be achieved.
